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Our Responsibility 

LOT 3 PONSONBY

The opportunity to be involved in the evolution of a 
site as important as LOT 3 arises only once in a lifetime. 
With this privilege comes a responsibility; to the people 
of Ponsonby and the wider community. This is a feeling 

shared by all involved – from the project team to the 
Valabh Family Trust that owns the land. Having resided 

in the neighbourhood for over four generations, both 
the family and Stephen Marr – who owns the historic 

brick building at 134 Ponsonby Rd and first commenced 
business here over two decades ago – are committed to 

the long-term future of Ponsonby.



LOT 3 PONSONBY

Earmarked for completion in 2013, and 
encompassing 130 – 134 Ponsonby Rd, LOT 3 is 
set to weave a new strand through the rich urban 
fabric of Ponsonby. The development’s design 
celebrates the honesty of material and purpose 
evident in the area’s working-class roots, and has 
a sound respect for the existing aesthetic and 
culture that defines Ponsonby. 

Every aspect has been considered to ensure  
LOT 3 will meet the long term practical and  
social needs of its users and the wider 
community. Use of quality materials and a 
sustainable approach to design ensures LOT 3 
will be durable, flexible and environmentally 
responsible for generations to come. 

Offering a thoughtful mix of bespoke retail, 
hospitality, office spaces and studios – intersected 
by private laneways and shared spaces – LOT 
3 has been designed to create an inspiring 
environment where communities, culture and 
commerce can thrive. 



Working class roots 

Once identified by the lone Rimu tree that occupied 
its ridge, ‘Te Rimu Tahi’ or Ponsonby, as it came to be 
known, has seen many changes since its settlement 
by Europeans in 1840. Topography, transportation 
and a close proximity to the central city have all 
played their part in defining Ponsonby. However, it 
has been the forces of man, through boom-time and 
bust, beer halls and belief systems, politics and the 
property market, that have had the greatest hand in 
shaping its character. 

Pacific capital 

Since its first days as a working-class settlement, 
Ponsonby’s streets have seen slum clearance,  
sly grogging and the socialism of Michael Joseph 
Savage come to pass. Stagnation after the Second 
World War saw its broken down villas fill with 
Pacific migrants and rural Maori, drawn to the 
city by the promise of jobs. This urban migration 
created the country’s first metropolitan melting 
pot and a new Polynesian capital. The rich mix of 
cultures and cheap rents soon attracted hippies 
and artists, anarchists and students, who, combined 
with a vibrant gay scene, made Ponsonby the 
centre of New Zealand’s social activism through  
the 70’s. 

Bohemian village 

As the years rolled on the combination of rising 
petrol prices and unemployment set the scene 
for another social shift. Slowly the villas were 
painted, the gardens spruced up and once again 
Ponsonby was on the move. Design stores, fashion 
houses, bars and bistros filled its warehouses and 
decommissioned factories. Thankfully, while its 
streets may be tidier and the coffee has improved, 
Ponsonby’s bohemian spirit and working class 
pride linger on. 
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Ponsonby History 



LOT 3 

From its humble beginnings as LOT 3 on a 
surveyor’s map, 130 – 134 Ponsonby Road has 
followed the arc of the area’s evolution and 
development. After establishing a business 
providing storage and stables for Ponsonby’s  
horse-drawn trams at 59 Mackelvie Street, Hugh 
Alder relocated Alder & Co to 130 Ponsonby Rd, 
and since then the site has a long, proud history 
of service to the people of Ponsonby. Technology 
and progress have seen its transition from tram 
workshops and depots to the service station  
and motoring business, which occupied the  
land for three generations. 

134 Ponsonby Rd 

Erected in 1911 as three self-contained units – each 
with a ground floor shop and residence upstairs 
– the historic brick building at 134 Ponsonby Rd 
was originally owned by the bookbinder and 
philanthropist Mr T.S Leys. His 1899 bequest began 
the process that lead to the opening of the Leys 
Institute in 1905 at St Mary’s Rd. Among the original 
shops were a greengrocer, a dairy and an antiques 
store on the corner. The building is most well 
known in recent times as the home of the  
legendary Open Late Café and Ponsonby Pies.

Following the recent acquisition by its current 
owners, LOT 3 is once again poised to play a  
pivotal role in the future of Ponsonby.
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Local retailers 

Mei Mei – 282 Ponsonby Rd 
Milly’s Kitchens – 273 Ponsonby Rd 
Sunday Painters – 185 Ponsonby Rd 
Agnes Curran – 181 Ponsonby Rd 
World Beauty – 175 Ponsonby Rd 
Mea Culpa – 175 Ponsonby Rd 
Karen Walker 2/171 – Ponsonby Rd (1)
Zambesi – 169 Ponsonby Rd (2)
Ponsonby Rd Bistro – 165 Ponsonby Rd 
Mag Nation – 123 Ponsonby Rd 
Il Buco – 113 Ponsonby Rd 
World – 97 Ponsonby Rd (3)
Ruby Boutique – 95 Ponsonby Rd 
Ms Crabb – 41 Ponsonby Rd 
Stephen Marr – 37 Ponsonby Rd (5)
Moo Chow Chow – 23 Ponsonby Rd 
Sass & Bide – 85 Ponsonby Rd (4)

Cybele – 62 Ponsonby Rd 
Wunderkammer – 76A Ponsonby Rd (6)
Workshop – 74 Mackelvie St (7)
Santos – 114 – 118 Ponsonby Rd 
The Long Room – 114 Ponsonby Rd 
Andrea Moore – 120 Ponsonby Rd 
Tanya Carlson – 122 Ponsonby Rd 
The Golden Dawn – 134 Ponsonby Rd 
SPQR – 150 Ponsonby Rd (8)
Premier Master Drycleaners – 164 Ponsonby Rd 
Dizengoff – 256 Ponsonby Rd 
Prego – 266 Ponsonby Rd 
BNZ Ponsonby – 328 Ponsonby Rd 
Scotties Boutique – 2 Blake St

Transport links / Local amenities 

Standing proudly at the junction of Auckland’s 
prime western suburbs – including Ponsonby, 
Grey Lynn, St Mary’s Bay and Freemans Bay – 
LOT 3 offers easy access to the central city and 
suburbs beyond. 

Well serviced by public transport, including 
the city’s Inner Link bus and close to all major 
arterial routes, the site is perfectly positioned to 
capture local patronage and visitors to the city 
alike. Generous onsite parking is available for 
tenants and is complimented by an abundance 
of street parking accessible within an easy walk. 

Unlike most retail centres in Auckland, 
Ponsonby is fortunate enough to be positioned 
within easy walking distance of its feeder 
suburbs, creating a pedestrian focus for the area 
recognised by the 40km speed limit placed on 
Ponsonby Rd.

Recent years have seen the country’s leading 
design and fashion retailers open flagship 
stores and boutiques in the neighbourhood, 
cementing Ponsonby’s reputation as the new 
home of high-end fashion and bespoke retail. 
The area has been further complemented by 
the establishment of some of the city’s finest 
bars, cafes and eateries imbuing the area with a 
genuine cosmopolitan feel.

Neighbouring developments

There is a significant level of development 
occurring adjacent to LOT 3 that will reinforce 
the area’s positioning as a new home for 
boutique retail and high-end office space:  

Allan’s site 
Refurbishment of the existing site on the  
corners of Brown St, Ponsonby and Richmond 
Rds – encompasses a retail development 
including a quality food market.

59 Mackelvie Street 
High-end development comprising retail 
tenancies and office space.

Ponsonby Road 
New retail under construction.
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Design Philosophy

LOT 3 PONSONBY

The history, culture and aesthetic of Ponsonby 
have all played a crucial part in the evolution of 
LOT 3. Thoughtfully designed to ensure a vibrant, 
living precinct, LOT 3 will be far more than a one-
dimensional retail hub. 

Anchored by the historic brick building occupying 
the corner site, the development has taken its cues 
for colour, form, massing and texture from the 
existing architecture. A subtle layering of public  
and vertical space ensures an environment where 
both culture and business can thrive.

Designed to celebrate the grit and rawness of  
its surroundings, the use of high quality, honest  
and enduring materials throughout will ensure  
LOT 3 ages gracefully – while sitting comfortably 
within its surroundings.

Throughout the design process, all parties, 
including Auckland Council and their Urban  
Design Panel have reinforced the importance of  
the site. The rigorous and collaborative approach 
taken by the design team will ensure an 
outstanding integrated precinct.

Sustainability

As a result of a sustainable approach to design, 
LOT 3 will demonstrate a high level of ESD features, 
ensuring a robust and adaptable building. Key 
features will include:

•	 A	highly	efficient	thermal	envelope	with	
restricted glass areas where possible 

•	 Office	floor	areas	will	be	within	12.0m	of	natural	
light with the inclusion of a central light well 

•	 Rainwater	will	be	collected	for	toilet	flushing	 
and plant irrigation 

•	 Jasmax	have	committed	to	meeting	 
New Zealand Green Building Council standards 
for best practice. 



The existing  
architectural rhythms 

of the street are echoed 
through the building’s 

façade, with glazing lines 
and canopies reinforcing 

the horizontal alignments 
of the original red brick 
building’s composition. 

LOT 3 PONSONBY

A simple and 
complementary palette  

of terracotta, metal & glass 
is used across the façade 

of 130 Ponsonby Rd to 
ensure the new structure 
sits respectfully alongside 
the red brick, plaster and 
blue stone of the historic 

corner site. 

The top floor of both 
buildings will feature 

generous loft like spaces 
with the ceiling line 

following the roof.

Panoramic views 
encompassing the 

Waitakere ranges to the 
west, the CBD to the north 

and Mt Eden to the east 
will be experienced from 

the upper floors.

The spaces above the 
ground floor are designed 

for a variety of mixed-
use office tenancies and 
studios, building on the 

diverse professional mix 
of the neighbourhood 

and enhancing the area’s 
patronage. 

New retail stores with 
office space.
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Texture and visual  
interest are achieved 

through a subtle layering of 
the façade, where setbacks 
of the glass create a variety 

of shadow lines.

The eclecticism  
and irregularity of 

Ponsonby’s streetscape is 
celebrated in the design 

of 130 Ponsonby Rd, with 
the building’s massing 

maintaining the vertical 
rhythms of the street.

Refurbishment – Retail and 
Quality Food market



Featuring an innovative 
mix of bespoke retail, 

hospitality, office 
spaces and studios 

– intersected by 
laneways and spilling 

into sun drenched 
public spaces – LOT 3 
is integrated urban 

design and architecture 
at its finest. 

LOT 3 PONSONBY

––––
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Laneways & Public Spaces 

Taking inspiration from the evolved aesthetic 
of Europe and Melbourne, the gritty, intimate 
service lanes will house LOT 3’s hidden gems; 
including restaurants, bars and boutiques.

The privileged North West aspect enjoyed by 
the courtyard provides a sun-drenched and 
sheltered urban yard - the perfect place to sit 
and watch the theatre of everyday life unfold.

Tumbled blue stone pavers provide a high 
quality, durable, utilitarian finish ensuring 
form is equal to function.
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The Retail Experience

Situated in the heart of Ponsonby’s  
fashion district, the retail environment has 
been designed to be the antithesis of a  
mall experience. 

A carefully chosen tenant mix, supported 
by cafes, restaurants and bars will ensure 
LOT 3 becomes a self-sustaining community 
distinguished by its quality, independence 
and authenticity. 

An ethos of ‘curated eclecticism’ will ensure 
the retail spaces encourage personality and 
self-expression. 

A collaborative approach between architects 
and tenants will provide retailers with the 
opportunity to choose from a quality palette 
of materials, and inform the design and 
finishing of their individual shop frontages.
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Office Spaces 

With a focus on flexibility, quality and comfort 
the light filled studios and office spaces offered 
by LOT 3 have been designed with state of the 
art IT connectivity and ESD sustainable features 
throughout for mechanical, electrical and plumbing 
services to ensure low operating expenses.  
This will meet the needs of modern business for 
generations to come.

A collaborative and flexible approach to internal 
finishes will allow a variety of distinct interiors,  
from industrial exposed to a finished refined look. 

Built around a central atrium and with a generous  
4 metre floor-to-floor height, all office areas are 
within 12 metres of natural light ensuring the office 
spaces are premium quality city fringe.

A dia-core flooring system will provide an adaptable 
floor space and a high level of flexibility for the 
placement of internal partitions. 

Easily accessed from all quarters of the city,  
with ample parking and surrounded by great  
cafes, bars and restaurants, LOT 3 will make work 
life a pleasure.

The North façade of the upper level opens out 
onto an expansive exterior terrace with captivating 
views up and down the length of Ponsonby Rd 
and of the CBD beyond, while the second level 
has terraces to the North and East façade offering 
sweeping views from the CBD to Mt Eden.

The main entrance off Ponsonby Rd, leads visitors 
to an inviting lobby space. Reserved exclusively 
for the upper levels, and flooded with natural light 
from a skylight in the courtyard above, the lobby 
provides a welcoming and intriguing atmosphere 
to greet visitors to the building. Generous and 
refined, the lobby has been designed for versatility, 
providing an elegant space for meeting guests  
and holding informal meetings.
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The Hospitality Experience
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With a North West orientation providing  
precious afternoon and evening sun, the ground 
floor hospitality site is a restaurateur’s dream. 

Pivotally placed in the centre of Ponsonby’s 
restaurant district, the site will be rewarded by a 
busy all day trade servicing LOT 3’s broad range of 
commercial and retail tenants and their customers. 

With a history of successful hospitality businesses 
from the legendary Open Late Café to the current 
Golden Dawn, the precinct has proven itself as a 
hospitality destination. 

The bustling laneways will ensure a steady flow  
of foot traffic throughout the day and evening, while 
café seating spilling into the sun-drenched public 
space will ensure the site is the best spot in town  
to enjoy an after work drink. 

A dynamic and flexible floor plate allows operators 
the ability to configure the space to best suit their 
operational requirements.
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The Wedge

The strong, sculptural form of The Wedge 
anchors the Eastern end of LOT 3 and provides 
an important sense of enclosure. 

Flooded with natural light and overlooking the 
urban yard, the simple, triangular floor plate 
and generous ceiling height, will be perfect for 
studios and creative businesses. 

A simple palette of high-quality materials will 
ensure a classical and restrained environment.
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Services and Amenities

Designed and constructed to meet the exacting 
standards of The New Zealand Property Council 
guidelines, the development will deliver a  
premium amenity for the city fringe. LOT 3’s 
architects and owners have committed to the 
precinct’s design meeting New Zealand Green 
Building Council standards for best practice.  
Some of the development’s features include:

Air-conditioning 
State of the art air-conditioning systems  
ensure energy efficiency and minimise ongoing 
operational expenditure.

Parking 
Parking is well catered for, with two levels of 
basement parking providing over 100 car parks  
for tenants, clients and valued customers.

Lifts
Energy generating elevators ensure high levels  
of service and comfort while adding to the energy 
efficiency of the precinct.

Functional adaptability
Planning within the floor plates has been 
undertaken to ensure a flexible and adaptable  
floor space. A simple 6.0m horizontal grid across  
the building and a rigorous 1.5m module has  
been worked through the planning. The building 
façades allow for flexible adaptation within the 
working space, and deliver a 4.0m FFL for generous 
light penetration. Dia-core flooring allows for  
flexible placement of internal partitions.

Public spaces
Generous provision for public space creates 
a strong sense of public ownership and an 
environment where community, culture and 
commerce can thrive. 

Sustainable features
Water harvesting.

Low flow plumbing fixtures throughout.

Zero emission formaldehyde and volatile organic 
compound free materials to the interior.

Bicycle parking
Recognising the needs of today’s active office 
worker, generous provisions have been made 
within the site for secure bicycle parking. 

Shower & locker facilities
Adjacent to the secure bicycle parking is an 
amenities block complete with lockers and showers 
ensuring those cycling to work or exercising can 
arrive fresh at their desks.

Jasmax profile 

One of New Zealand’s leading architectural firms, 
the Jasmax practice incorporates architecture, 
interiors, landscaping and urban design. 

Founded on a belief that great architecture and 
design can inspire the spirit and turn the everyday 
and ordinary into truly memorable experiences, 
Jasmax has been operating at the forefront of  
New Zealand’s architectural practice for over 
45 years. During this time, the philosophy and 
motivation has remained the same – designing 
and creating exceptional spatial experiences that 
benefit those that use them. 

Jasmax has worked on a variety of outstanding 
architectural projects throughout New Zealand  
and internationally, including the acclaimed 
Britomart Transport Centre in Auckland, AUT 
Business School (NZIA Supreme Award winner)  
and the internationally awarded and renowned  
Te Papa, Museum of New Zealand, one of  
New Zealand’s premier tourist attractions. 

Additional team members 
A.M.R Dean Building Consultant
Boffa Miskell 
Blakey Scott Planning 
Harris Foster Engineers 
Traffic Planning Consultants 
Tonkin & Taylor 
22 Degrees

Illustrative images: We have endeavoured  
to credit all illustrative images where possible.






